STEPS FOR ANIMAL SAFETY NEAR RAILWAY TRACKS

2701  SHRI TIRUCHI SIVA:

Will the Minister of RAILWAYS be pleased to state:

(a) the steps taken by the Ministry in the last five years to reduce animal fatalities on railway tracks across States;

(b) whether any impact analysis of the same has been done, if so, the details thereof;

(c) the details of quantum of animal deaths on railway tracks in the last five years, including the animal species and areas most affected;

(d) whether specific steps have been taken on railway lines running through forest areas; and

(e) if so, the details thereof?

ANSWER

MINISTER OF RAILWAYS, COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

(SHRI ASHWINI VAISHNAW)

(a) to (e): A Statement is laid on the Table of the House.

*****
STATEMENT REFERRED TO IN REPLY TO PARTS (a) TO (e) OF UNSTARRED QUESTION NO. 2701 BY SHRI TIRUCHI SIVA ANSWERED IN RAJYA SABHA ON 25.03.2022 REGARDING STEPS FOR ANIMAL SAFETY NEAR RAILWAY TRACKS

(a) A number of preventive measures have been taken by Zonal Railways to reduce animal fatalities on Railway track, which include the following:
(i) Cleaning of garbage and removal of wild vegetation along the track.
(ii) Sensitization of Train Crew on a regular basis for frequent whistling at locations prone for cattle/animal run over.
(iii) Construction of fencing/boundary wall at identified locations of trespass by cattle/animal and approaches of major towns.
(iv) Counselling of villagers for taking necessary steps to avoid cattle coming near track through safety seminar/propagandas in villages.
(v) Avoid dumping of food waste along railway track to avoid unnecessary congregation of animals near railway track.

(b) No, Sir.

(c) The desired information regarding number of animal deaths on railway tracks in the last five years covering 16 Zonal Railways is quite spread out & extensive and requires sufficient time for compilation.

(d) Yes, Sir.

(e) A number of steps have been taken on railway lines running through forest areas, which include the following:
(i) Imposition of suitable speed restrictions in identified vulnerable locations.
(ii) Providing signage boards at suitable points to alert train drivers about elephant & other animal presence.
(iii) Provision of fencing at isolated locations.
(iv) Installation of innovative Honey bee sound systems at locations, which are prone to crossing of elephants.
(v) Construction of underpasses and ramps for the movement of wild life at identified locations in consultation with Forest officials of the area.
(vi) Forest Department staff deputed in Railway control offices to liaison with Railway and elephant trackers engaged by Forest Department for timely action by alerting station master and loco pilots.
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